1. Introduction

Digital signal processing (DSP) using MATLAB® is being taught at the undergraduate level all around the world\textsuperscript{1-8}. Even with the tremendous computational capabilities of MATLAB®, the significance of the pole/zero plot remains a mystery to many of our students. The ability to predict the effect of pole/zero location on either the magnitude or phase plot can be significantly enhanced using computer software. Software programs already exist that allow a student to calculate the magnitude and phase response associated with the arbitrary placement or movement of real and complex poles/zeros upon the complex plane. Unfortunately, these programs all have significant limitations.

2. Discussion

Our program adds several features that are either totally unavailable, or only partially available from these other programs. Specifically, we use the familiar MATLAB® environment to add a graphical user interface (GUI), see Fig. 1, that allows for easy interactive pole/zero placement, relocation, and/or deletion. This GUI includes both real and complex conjugate pairs of both poles and zeros. After a satisfactory pole/zero plot is constructed (e.g., the notched filter shown in Fig. 2), clicking on the "Plot mag/phase" button causes the magnitude and phase plots to be calculated and displayed in a separate figure (e.g., Fig. 3). The transfer function

\[ H(z) = \frac{B(z)}{A(z)} \]

is also calculated and returned to the MATLAB® workspace using the familiar numerator coefficient variable \( B \) and the denominator coefficient variable, \( A \). Rapid updates are possible and there is no need for a command line interface. Additionally, clicking the "Load/run DSK" button with the mouse downloads the calculated filter coefficients to an attached TMS320C31 DSK and executes this filter. Since the order of a filter designed using this technique is not expected to be large, implementation using only direct form II (DF-II) is provided.
We often need to remind the student that the movement of one or more poles outside of the unit circle will result in an unstable system (only causal systems are considered). A special warning about the stability of the system is required since MATLAB® does not check for this condition. The displayed information is meaningless, since the frequency response for an unstable system is undefined. An example of this warning message, with a red warning background, is provided in Fig. 4. The fact that such a filter is unstable can easily be verified using the MATLAB® command,

\[
\text{stem(filter(B,A,[1 zeros(1,99)]))}
\]

This command calculates and stem plots the first 100 terms of the impulse response of the filter being designed. Theoretically, unstable filters, once excited, have output signals that grow without bound. In a hardware system, noise or any input signal will excite the system. The TMS320C31 DSK, however, will either saturate or oscillate. In both cases, the output in no way corresponds to the output expected from a stable system.

More elaborate control of the DSP hardware and a discussion of the software link between the MATLAB® workspace variables and the DSP hardware are also available.
3. A Simple Design Example

A notched filter represents one of the easiest digital filters to design and understand. With this ease of design also comes an opportunity for the student to explore the effects of pole and zero placement on the associated magnitude and phase plots. In Fig. 2, a notched filter was used without derivation. This filter, which was an elementary digital filter design and implementation exercise, will now be more thoroughly discussed.

Since the ultimate goal is to implement the filter in a hardware device, a sample frequency that is supported by the DSP device must be selected. The TMS320C31 DSK has a default sample frequency, $f_s$, of about 10 kHz, and this frequency will therefore be used. With the unit circle now being used as a drawing board for digital filter design, it is imperative that the student understand that 0, $f_s/4$ (2500 Hz), and $f_s/2$ (5000 Hz) map to 1, $j$, and -1 respectively, on the z-plane. In this design example, the student is tasked with designing a digital filter that will notch out 2500 Hz with minimal effect on all the other frequencies.
Fig. 3. Magnitude and phase plots associated with the notched filter of Fig. 2.

This design can take place mathematically, e.g.,

\[
\frac{(z + j)(z - j)}{(z + j0.95)(z - j0.95)} = \frac{z^2 + 1}{z^2 + 0.95^2}.
\]

With the transfer function now known, the numerator and denominator polynomial coefficients variables can be created in MATLAB®,

\[
\begin{align*}
B &= [1 \ 0 \ 1]; \\
A &= [1 \ 0 \ 0.95^2];
\end{align*}
\]
Filter analysis can now begin with MATLAB® commands such as,

\[
\text{zplane}(B, A) \\
\text{freqz}(B, A)
\]

These two commands plot the poles and zeros and the frequency response (magnitude and phase) of the transfer function. Even with the assistance of the computer to expand the polynomials, an iterative design is a lengthy process. The idea of,

- designing a filter on paper,
- algebraically computing the transfer function,
- extracting the numerator and denominator coefficients,
- plotting the location of the poles and zeros,
• plotting the frequency response, and
• iterating the process ...

is a useful exercise to learn the programming language, but adds very little to the student’s knowledge of digital filter design. The GUI process removes the need for a command line interface and shortens the process to,

• designing a filter graphically in a familiar MATLAB® figure window,
• apply the design (click a button) to view all of the plots,
• iterating the process ...

With the tedium of the design process now removed, our students have spent additional hours exploring the “what ifs...” of digital filter design, even after the required assignments were completed!

4. Conclusions

With this program, the student now has a free, powerful, easy to learn and use software tool that allows for graphical filter design, hardware implementation, and exploration of the “what happens if ...” we all desire our students to explore! This program has been successfully used for both classroom demonstrations and filter design projects in both a Junior level signals and systems class as well as in a Senior level digital signal processing class. Student comments support our original assumptions that graphical user interfaces are easy to learn and use and promote intellectual curiosity.

All of this software is freely available for downloading via the www site http://wseweb.ew.usna.edu/ee/LINKS/EE_Links.htm (should the URL be changed, from the Naval Academy home page, select Academics, Academic Divisions and Departments, Electrical Engineering, Links).
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